
Learning Resources Manipulatives
Sarah Sabbagha Unifix Cubes

ssabbagha@vsb.bc.ca
basic commercially produced sight word cards 
for word wall

double sided counters
sorting /counting/patterning manipulatives (i.e. colourful 
buttons, animals, bears, etc)
Cuisinaire rods 

Jennifer Kim
jtkim@vsb.bc.ca

KINDERGARTEN



Learning Resources Manipulatives
Lisa Evans
GRADE 1
lhoo@vsb.bc.ca
Pam Broman Carol fullerton math resources for primary  
Grade 2 Trevor Calkins math resources base ten blocks
pbroman@vsb.bc.ca Kim Sutton math resources place value mats

McCracken Spelling resource pattern blocks
pocket charts unifix cubes
Adrienne Gears Writing resources dice, double dice
Science and Social units for garde 2 and 3 dry erase pocket sleeves
Indigenous resources small white boards
Class calendar magnetic letters
Lucy Calkins and Katie Ray Wood - writing 
workshop resources cuisenaire rods
Jan Richardson -Word Study and Rime Magic counting collections
UFLI Resource book Keva planks

100S pocket chart
power of ten cards
Alphabet pocket chart with picture cards

Jeanie Chan Heggerty (PRIMARY Curriculum) base ten blocks
Carole Fullerton math resources place value mats
McCracken Spelling Through Phonics pattern blocks

GRADE 1/2 Adrienne Gears writing/reading resources unifix cubes

jvuong@vsb.bc.ca Science and Social Studies units (Grade 1 & 2)
Indigenous resources clipboards
class calendar dry erase pocket sleeves

counting money set
magnetic letters

GRADE 1/2



sight word cards (magnetic preferably)



Learning Resources Manipulatives

Yvonne Hunt
Adrienne Gear Powerful Writing 
Structures Resource power of ten cards

gr. 3/4
Carole Fullerton math resources for gr. 1-
4

cuisinaire rods, pattern blocks, unifix cubes, 
dominoes

yhunt@vsb.bc.ca
Class Calendar with pocket chart and 
cards base ten blocks up to thousands
Science and Social Studies units for 
grades 3/4 clear dry erase pocket sleeves (class set)

Indigenous resources dice: 10, and 20 sided dice, dice in dice (12 each)
UFLI manual 6 small white boards with and without lines

Adrienne Gear Poetry Resource
magnetic letters, magnetic boards or cookie 
sheets

Jan Richardson words study and phonics 
manual Keva planks
Strong Stories Coast Salish series translucent counters in various colours

place value mats up to thousands

Marilyn Shore
pattern blocks, 3 -D solids shapes (2-3 of each), 
unifix cubes

gr. 3/4 Indigenous resources keva planks

mshore@vsb.bc.ca
Carol Fullerton math resources doe GR 1-
4 Dry erase pocket sheeves (class set)
pocket chart clipboards (class set)

power of 10 cards
Lynda Sutherland UFLI manual White board timer
gr. 3/4 Cuisinare rods, dominos
ljsutherland@vsb.bc.ca 6 small white boards, no lines

1 jumbo dice

gr. 3/4



Learning Resources Manipulatives
Susan Almeida Novel Set - Stranger at Home A bin of Base Ten Blocks for Math
salmeida@vsb.bc.ca Texts for SS - "Inquiring Minds" Bingo Chips, Dice

gr. 4/5 Novel Set - Fatty Legs
Clock for teaching and individual student clock 
manipulatives
small/big timers 

Andrew Beatty
Grade 4, 5 and 6 up to date socials 
and science texts  - no need for

abeatty@vsb.bc.ca  a class set. Heard 
gr. 5 good things about these:

https://school.nelson.com/bc-
nelson-socials/

Science - Simple machines and 
forces/motion Buliding materials for simple machines
units/lessons

Socials - Units for media sources 
and/or econmic self
interest 

Grade 4/5



Learning Resources Manipulatives
Tom Larson
Gr. 5/6
tlarson@vsb.bc.ca

Tilia Prior
Gr. 6/7
tprior@vsb.bc.ca

Marion Collins

clipboards - 30 if possible, or the old 
fashioned green boards 8x11 or 11x17 that 
can be turned into clipboards with a clip. 
Thanks!!

Gr. 6 glue guns x 2 and glue sticks
mcollins@vsb.bc.ca transluscent counters - various colours 

Indigenous Strong Start series
white boards x 10



Learning Resources Manipulatives
Amy Rodrigues
arodrigues@vsb.bc.ca

Hilary Gudmundson
Words Their Way - Within a Word Spelling 
Program and Letter Name Alphabetic Spellers Magnetic Letters

hgudmundson@vsb.bc.ca UFLI Manual Counters
Talking Tables Pocket Chart
Read and Understand grade 2,3,4 (Evan Moor)
Guided reading sets (grades 1-5)
PM Benchmark Kit (K-5) or F and P Kit (to borrow) 
K-8
Clip boards
Nelson Literacy 4 books
Phonics workbooks/kits

Becky Chan Heggerty Bridging the Gap
bchan@vsb.bc.ca Mad Minutes Book

Stephanie Pearce
spearce@vsb.bc.ca



Learning Resources Manipulatives
Tracy Powell
tpowell@vsb.bc.ca
PREP

Tatiana Zamorano-Henriquez
tzamoranohenriquez@vsb.bc.ca
PREP
Baljinder Gill
bkgill@vsb.bc.ca
LIBRARY
Victoria Prasad
vvprasad@vsb.bc.ca 1. Popsicle sticks 
PREP/LIBRARY 2. Electric circuit - LED, resistors, wires

3. Lab equipment  - Flasks, cylnders, droppers, 
pH test strips



SSA Contact: Learning Resources Manipulatives
Erin Wild shelf for SSA room magnetic letters (upper and lower case) A-Z

ewild@vsb.bc.ca
shelf with baskets/art tower with drawers (for 
task baskets -Kiann) solar system floor puzzle
shelf for Rem individual whiteboards/dry erase markers/erasers
2x cabinets for SSA personal belongings 
(storage)  Hundreds pocket chart with number cards x2 
Plastic 3-4 storage drawers for accessible 
bathroom to store toileting needs Small visual timer x13

Large visual timer x3
5 noise cancelling headphones 


